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State-of-the-art tools and techniques for controlling credit risk
exposure of all types, in every environment

the oldest risk in world financial markets--credit risk--has become a
leading source of problems and confusion, not just for bankers and
investors but for all finance professionals. The Standard & Poor's
Guide to Measuring and Managing Credit Risk will help you

understand every aspect of credit risk, and provide you with today's
most up-to-date techniques and models for identifying, measuring,
monitoring, and controlling your organization's credit risk exposure.

Praise for the standard & poor's guide to measuring and
managing credit risk:

"de servigny and renault have written a valuable reference book on
the analytics of credit markets. theory and data are integrated

seamlessly throughout the manuscript. the mathematical treatment is
complete, though not overbearing. the economics, pricing,

structuring and capital allocation aspects are artfully combined into a



coherent whole."

--jamil baz, global head of fixed income research, deutsche bank

"this is much more than just a 'how to' book--it is analytically
complete in that it looks at the microeconomics of industry structure
to understand why credit risks have to be measured and monitored as
well as being comprehensive in covering all the different approaches

used to monitor and measure credit risk."

--bunt ghosh, global head of fixed income research, credit suisse first
boston

"This extensive work, really clear while dealing with sophisticated
methodologies, is right in the heart of today's concerns."

--jean-pierre mustier, ceo, sg corporate and investment banking

"de Servigny and Renault provide a comprehensive treatment of
all aspects of modern credit risk measurement, management,

and mitigation, not only for large corporations but also for retail
and small business (with an excellent chapter on credit scoring).

This book is an absolute must for both academics and risk
professionals, especially those struggling with the

implementation of Basel II."

--Michel Crouhy, Head of Business Analytic Solutions, Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce

fast-changing regulations, transformative technologies, and today's
go-for-broke business mentality present investment banks and other
lenders with default problems that are both unprecedented and

daunting. to keep pace with this change, finance professionals are
finding they must continually review and upgrade their credit risk

management tools and techniques.

The Standard & Poor's Guide to Measuring and Managing Credit
Risk takes you far beyond the Basel guidelines to detail a powerful,
proven program for understanding and controlling your firm's credit
risk. Providing hands-on answers on practical topics from capital
management to correlations, and supporting its theories with

discerning data and insights, this authoritat...
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